11. What river went under the walls of the city of Babylon?

21. What does the word “UPHARSIN” mean?

12. According to Daniel 5:5, what happened on the wall?

22. How did the Medo-Persian army conquer Babylon?

13. What was the emotional response of Belshazzar the king to
the hand writing on the wall?
23. What happened to Belshazzar?
14. What things did Belshazzar promise to anyone who could tell
him the meaning of the writing?
a. A Purple ______________
b. A Golden _______________
c. The Position of ____________ in the kingdom

24. The description of judgment upon Babylon, as described in
Isaiah 13 is connected with when?
25. In chapter 17 of Revelation we are told about the destruction of
what?

15. The queen who addressed Belshazzar was probably who?
16. Who was summoned and brought into the banquet?

26. In chapter 18 of Revelation we are told about the destruction of
what?

17. Why did Daniel refuse the gifts from Belshazzar?

27. Does the term “Babylon” refer to a city or a system?

18. What three steps of digression did Belshazzar go through that
compare to unbelievers today?
a. He knowingly ignored the _________________
b. He purposely ________________ Yahweh
c. He arrogantly committed ___________________

28. The Antichrist and the other rulers of the world will use what,
to unify the world?
29. Who will demand that the world worship him?
30. What comes out of heaven in Revelation 18:1?

19. What does the word “MENE” mean and what is it’s
significance to Babylon?

31. How is this angel described?
32. In Revelation 18, we see that Babylon will only be inhabited by
what?

20. What does the word “TEKEL” mean?
33. Why will God’s judgment be so severe on Babylon?

34. Those who refuse to repent and receive Jesus Christ will have
their sins what?
35. What does the holy angel call on God to do?
36. Because of Babylon’s pride, arrogance, and self-confidence,
the angel calls for God to give her what?
37. If you belong to God through faith(alone) in Jesus Christ then
you are called upon to be what?
38. You are to be different than the world in what ways?
39. I John 2:15 says to not love what?
40. If you do not belong to God through faith (alone) in Jesus
Christ you need to do what?

notes about some observations you make in these verses about what
is happening.
3) Formulate questions from your reading that you would
like to have answered.
A DWELLING PLACE OF DEMONS
Revelation 18:1-8
(Series #47)
The following are questions designed to facilitate greater learning
and deeper understanding of spiritual truths presented in the sermon
“A Dwelling Place of Demons”. All of the questions are answered
as the sermon is presented. We hope that it will be a catalyst to
spiritual growth in your life.
1. What was the first true world empire?
2. In Daniel 2, Nebuchadnezzar had a vision and in the vision the
Babylonian kingdom was pictured by a what?

Remember: Your responsibility, by God’s enabling, is to
consistently apply the divine principles and truths you have heard
(Philippians 2:12-13; I Timothy 4:7-9; James 1:22-27). As you
meditate on this message, ask yourself these questions:
•
How does God want my beliefs/actions to
change?
•
How can I accomplish this change?
•
What is the first step toward bringing about this
change?
For Next Time:
1) Read Revelation 18:9-24 each day this week
2) Read through Revelation 1:1-18:8 and make some

3. The fall of Babylon is recorded in what chapter of Daniel?
4. Nabonidus was the father of who?
5. In Ancient Oriental languages the word “father” was used loosely
to refer to who?
6. It is probable that Belshazzar was aware of the fact that Yahweh
(YHWH) had said that Babylon would someday do what?
7. Why were there so many officials in the city of Babylon?

8. What were some of the physical features of the city of
Babylon making it a mighty fortress?
9. Why did Belshazzar decide to defile the temple vessels?
10. The city of Babylon had an endless supply of what?

